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LOTTO DSTNY WILL BE PACKING ITS BAGS
WITH PRO’S WORLD-CLASS ACCESSORIES
A new two-year partnership, will see Lotto Dstny riders and
mechanics use PRO saddle bags, multi-tools and tire levers in all
aspects of their racing and training
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UCI Pro Team Lotto Dstny will have full confidence and trust in their tools having selected PRO

Bikegear (PRO) as their supplier of choice to equip its team with PRO’s top-of-the-line saddle

bags, multi-tools, tire levers and other accessories. The Belgian-based professional team

announce a two-year-deal with PRO today.

“We are very happy with this new partnership. PRO is a big name in the cycling world and their

interest in our team is a big honor for us,” said Lotto Dstny’s Chief Business Officer, Yana Seel.

“Our riders and mechanics were very enthusiastic about PRO’s products when we announced

this partnership to them. They were all positive because they know we are getting the best

equipment for our riders and mechanics. In return, we will do everything we can to get the

results, providing PRO the visibility it deserves.”

With its first victory on European soil at last weekend’s punchy one-day Clàssica Comunitat

Valenciana, the Lotto Dstny squad can be expected to tackle not only all the major races this

year, but will also keep themselves, their bike and tools ticking over while out training with a

selection of PRO saddle bags – should any of the team riders feel like a mini-bike packing

adventure!

Lotto Dstny’s Harry Sweeny is very positive about the new products that will help him get back

on the road as soon as possible: “Whether it is a flat or just a small adjustment you need to

make on your bike during a ride, the PRO saddlebag, multi-tool, tire levers and pump, will

allow you to solve it all on the road.

“You hope to use the tools as little as possible, but when it is necessary, you can trust PRO to

have good and reliable equipment. With PRO, we will have all of that in one convenient

saddlebag.”



PRO has been providing world-class products to professional teams at the pinnacle of the sport

for over 30 years. Inspired by the performances of the highest-level riders, offering ultra-high-

performance tools and accessories, even during the most punishing conditions, comes naturally

to the group.

PRO’s Marketing Manager, Alexa Cunningham added: “We’re excited to begin our partnership

with Lotto Dstny for the next two seasons. PRO has come on board to support the entire team,

where it matters most – from the mechanics right through to the riders themselves – with our

pumps, tools and full line-up of high-quality accessories. Each of our products are the result of

tireless research, development and are designed to make your life easier.

“We are looking forward to seeing the riders and mechanics being empowered by our products,

whether on the bike during races, during the countless hours spent training, or in the

workshop. We want the entire Lotto Dstny Team to get the most out of their bikes and wish

them the very best for the season ahead,” she concluded.

PRO products carry a lifetime warranty; based on a 10-year expected lifetime.
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About PRO

Each of our products is born from relentless research, development and testing, utilizing the

latest material and design technologies. From professional athletes to casual riders, whether

you are racing or cycling to the shop, PRO’s components help ensure you get the most from

your bike. Achieve the perfect fit. Select the most comfortable saddle. And keep your bicycle in

show-room condition with PRO’s components, tools and accessories.

About Lotto Dstny

The Lotto cycling teams are a household name in the cycling world. Since 1985, the National

Lottery has linked the name of its strong Lotto brand to the professional cycling team. Starting

in 2023, the National Lottery joins forces with the Belgian tech company Dstny. In all those

years, the team has made a name for itself thanks to its attacking spirit, winning mentality and

investments in young Belgian cycling talent. Lotto Dstny shows itself every year on a global

level and has won the biggest races like the Tour of Flanders, Paris- Roubaix and many stages in

the Tour de France. www.lottodstny.be
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